COVID-19 - INFORMATION FROM THE MATHSTIC DOCTORAL SCHOOL DIRECTION

Thesis defenses

The 17 ED Institutions have set up special procedures/rogations for thesis defenses during this period of health crisis. It is difficult to put them all on the ED website. Please contact your thesis director or your ED administrator or the deputy director of the ED on your site for more information (see contacts).

REMINDER - The modalities for ordinary thesis defenses can be found (sorry in French) here.

Further training courses

Most of the courses have been postponed to a later date. Some are taking place remotely and information has been sent to registered PhD students. As I told you at the beginning of the confinement, you can take advantage of this period to take remote training courses. The modalities before and after the training are indicated in section 3.9 of the document on the training courses available on the ED website (sorry in French) here. In this period of health crisis, the limit of 30 hours of this type of training is exceptionally lifted.

CSI - Individual PhD Student Monitoring Committee

In accordance with the message I sent you via the deputy directors of your respective sites, I remind you that the CSI forms with all the advices and signatures must be sent to the doctoral school by June 15 at the latest. Please comply with your laboratory’s schedule and with what is indicated (sorry in French) in the 'The CSI Form Transmission Route' section of the CSI information on the ED website.

ED MathSTIC mobility grants

The mobility grants awarded during the 1st campaign remain acquired. Departures should be done as soon as possible. They may be postponed to 2021 if the departure is not possible by December 2020. In any case, the mobility must be carried out before the doctoral thesis is defended. For mobility grants awarded by other organizations or institutions (such as Rennes Métropole, AUF, etc.), please contact the funding organizations or, alternatively, your ED manager.